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About Dubrovnik
Lord Byron described Dubrovnik as the 'jewel of the Adriatic'
and its bewitching mystery and beauty led George Bernard Shaw
to consider its sublime setting as.
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The Jewel of the Adriatic Sea: Dubrovnik, Croatia |
ilivetotravel's travel log
Croatia — The Jewel of the Adriatic Europe's Best Surprise Has
It All. My wife and I oftentimes dream about moving to Croatia
for at least six months of the year.
Dubrovnik - the pricey jewel of the Adriatic - Sky Full of
Stars
This is post twelve of fourteen on our trip to Northern
Ireland and Croatia, minus our mini Game of Thrones tour.
Those posts can be found here.
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Reviewed June 8, Hvar and its harbor, Hvar Island Markaska is
a nice typical seaside port resort town that offers good
hiking in the area.
Polajettingaroundrecentlyposted.CroatiaitwasandDubrovnikwithinit…
The hotel was built in the late 19th century and suffered
greatly in the attacks in I saw a picture of its roof burning
in a local museum where a photo exhibit shows the pain the
city went through that year…. Dubrovnik is a medieval city on
the Croatian side of the Adriatic coastline and treasure trove
of Jewel of the Adriatic, historical monuments that were
created throughout its thousand-year existence.
Feelfreetoswiminthelakes.When, in the yearthe Roman Emperor
Diocletian, who ruled the entire world at that time, decided
to build his leisure time abode — in which he intended to
spend the rest of his life — he had no doubt as to exactly
where build to it.
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